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Why CEA?
There are plenty of ways to go abroad but only one CEA. We
distinguish ourselves through the superior quality of education we
provide in our many locations, our first-rate internship program, and
our commitment to your health and safety abroad. We’ve designed
our study and internship programs based on a belief in holistic
learning, because your time out of the classroom or workplace
matters as much as your time in it. That’s why we make sure
you’ll get out there in your city and country of choice with cultural
engagement activities and excursions that connect your education
or internship to your new environment. While you’re studying,
working, and exploring, our onsite staff is always ready to lend a
hand whenever you need it.
At CEA, we care about your whole abroad journey. Cool, huh?

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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Reasons
to go
Abroad
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10 Reasons to go Abroad

Study Abroad

01
02

no.

no.

Expand your perspective by
experiencing another culture.
Get a new take on your own country and culture,
and find out how you fit into the world beyond.

Upgrade and enhance
your education through
experiential learning.
Gain a deeper understanding of what’s in
your books, through living.

03
04
05

no.

See a different part of the world.

no.

Build self-confidence.

no.

Make new friends from
other countries.

Get out of your comfort zone and embrace the new.

Show yourself that you can thrive anywhere,
on your own.

Meet people you wouldn’t meet otherwise,
who can change your life.

Internship Abroad

06
07
08
09
10

no.
no.

no.

no.
no.

Build a professional
network internationally.
Set yourself up for future career opportunities.

Stand out in a competitive
job market.
Become an exceptional candidate
with uncommon credentials.

Develop workplace skills
that employers love.
Bring valuable intercultural competence
to your future workplace.

Give your résumé a serious
boost with hands-on experience.
Rise above your competition and score the job you want.

Test drive a career in
an international setting.
Get clarity on what direction you
want to go in professionally.

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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The Perks
When you go abroad with CEA, we give you the star treatment. Everything essential to
your safety and success in another country is included in your program. We take care of
your housing, emergency assistance, social activities, and more—which means you can
focus on learning with your mind at ease.
PRE-DEPARTURE

ON-SITE

Personalized
Pre-Departure Advising

Housing Options

Wellness
Activities

Official
Transcript(s)

Family/Parent
Advising & Support

Airport Pick-up

Cultural
Engagement

Alumni
Ambassador
Program

City Tour & On-site
Orientation

Language
Exchanges

Welcome &
Farewell Events

Volunteer
Opportunities

On-site Staff
Support

Excursions (excluding
summer internships)

24/7 Emergency
Assistance

Host Institution
Services & Amenities

International Travel
Health/Medical Insurance

Career &
Re-entry Workshop

Visa & Immigration
Advising
Financial Advising &
Payment Plan Options
Tuition &
Registration

International Emergency
Service Support

4

POST-PROGR AM

The Perks

Housing

Where will you live when you go abroad?
APARTMENTS

HOMESTAYS

When you choose apartment
living, CEA will find you and your
roommates a vetted apartment,
and take care of the booking. This
is a great option if you want to live
with other U.S. students, in close
proximity to locals.

This option is ideal for language
immersion in any of our locations
where English is not the primary
language. CEA places you with a
local family who can guide you in
navigating and assimilating into
the city’s culture.

RESIDENCE HALLS

INDEPENDENT LIVING

Residence halls are student-only
buildings where you can interact
with non-CEA students from all
over the world, as well as local
students enrolled in one of the
city’s educational institutions.

If you prefer to take care of your
own housing, CEA always gives
you the choice to do so.

Other housing options available by location. See the housing section of each city page.
CEA works with students in need of special housing accommodations, to make sure
that need is met. Talk to a site specialist for more details.

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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“

Studying abroad will
be the best semester
of your whole time
in college. Take
advantage of every
opportunity and
be open to new
experiences!”
EMMA CAMERON
Prague, Czech Republic

6

CEA Study Centers

CEA Study Centers
Our academic programs shine at CEA’s
study centers.
Think of a study center as a CEA learning space abroad, where you
can attend class alongside other CEA students from the U.S. and
have exclusive access to the building’s facilities. At study centers,
our faculty members use an American teaching style and academic
calendar aligned with U.S. universities. You receive the maximum
amount of support and your instructors’ personalized attention,
benefits of our small class sizes. A CEA study center is home base in
a brand new environment, a source of familiarity where everything
else is unfamiliar.

LOCATIONS
»» Buenos Aires, Argentina
»» Barcelona, Spain
»» Dublin, Ireland
»» Florence, Italy
»» Paris, France
»» Rome, Italy
»» Seville, Spain

All of our study centers are well-located in their respective cities, to
give you easy access to important landmarks, points of interest, and
educational resources. We believe in active learning at CEA, and we
picked our study center sites with that in mind.
Bottom line: CEA’s study centers help you get the most out of your
education while abroad.

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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Where Will I Go?
Bad news: you can only be in one place at a time.
Good news: every CEA location is phenomenal.
Whether you pick one of our study center cities or one
of our partner university cities, you’ll be well cared for
and enjoy all of CEA’s perks.
COSTA RICA
COLOMBIA

STUDY ABROAD DESTINATIONS

ARGENTINA

COSTA RICA

Buenos Aires

San José

COLOMBIA

CZECH REPUBLIC

Bogotá

Prague

CHILE

ENGLAND

Valparaíso
Viña del Mar

London

CHINA

Aix-en-Provence
French Riviera
Grenoble
Paris

CHILE

ARGENTINA

Shanghai
CEA Study Center
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Where Will I Go?

FRANCE

IRELAND

NETHERLANDS
GERMANY

ENGLAND
CZECH REPUBLIC

FRANCE

SPAIN
ITALY
CHINA

GERMANY

NETHERLANDS

Berlin

Amsterdam

IRELAND

SPAIN

Dublin
Galway

Alicante
Barcelona
Granada
Madrid
Seville

ITALY

Florence
Rome

P RO TI P 4
Questions? Can’t decide where to go? Call 800.266.4441
and speak with a CEA Admissions Counselor. We’re here to
help you every step along the way!

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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CEA STU DY CE NT E R 4

Buenos Aires

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-BuenosAires

Artistic, intense, and vibrant, Buenos Aires is a multicultural environment ideal for young
students and interns. Often called the “Paris of South America,” the city is home to a caring
and expressive people who are proud to be porteños. Buenos Aires boasts over 250 parks and
green spaces, eye-popping street art, and hundreds of bookstores for the city’s passionate
readers. Soak up the local atmosphere at the Sunday fair in San Telmo. Relax in the rose garden
at Palermo Park. Experience tango dancing in its birthplace. Whether you come to complete
an internship, perfect your Spanish, or learn about Latin culture, you’ll never forget living in
sleepless, seductive Buenos Aires.

10

Buenos Aires

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
ARGENTINA

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» Latin American Studies
»» Marketing
»» Health Sciences
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Cultural Studies

EXCURSIONS
»» Iguazú Falls
»» Tigre
»» Mendoza
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
»» Tango Dinner Show
»» Theater/Cinema Night
»» Traditional/Historical
Restaurants: El Cuartito

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Business Management
»» Education
»» Nonprofit
Administration
»» Tourism

LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Buenos Aires

11

Viña del Mar

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-VinaDelMar
The “Garden City” of Chile is the perfect destination for students who want to
focus on business in a laid-back environment. Viña del Mar is an airy seaside
town filled with green parks and white sand beaches: a quiet, relaxing refuge
from big city life. Sample fresh, locally caught seafood and Latin American
desserts alongside other international business students. Admire Viña del
Mar’s vibrant sunsets and visit the Fonck Museum for a crash course in Chilean
history, culture, and wildlife. Refine your Spanish-speaking and get a taste for
the Latin American business scene in pleasant, pristine Viña del Mar.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Management
»» Marketing
»» Latin American Studies
»» Spanish Language
& Literature

EXCURSIONS
»» Horcon
»» Casablanca Wineries
and Grape Harvest
»» Pablo Neruda’s House
and Museum, Isla Negra

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Tour of Valparaíso
with Boat Ride
»» La Sebastiana: Museum
House of Pablo Neruda

CHILE

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSION
AVAILABLE
»» Semester

12

Viña del Mar

Valparaíso

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Valparaiso

CHILE

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living

Valparaíso is the most alluring city on almost four thousand miles of Chilean
coastline, bursting with color and old-world charm thanks to its brightly
painted buildings. The cultural capital of Chile is spontaneous, cheerful,
and just a little bit gritty: a perfect introduction to Latin life. Join the friendly
dogs that roam Valparaíso’s streets to see the most impressive murals in
South America, decorating walls everywhere you look. Visit La Sebastiana,
the home-turned-museum of great Chilean poet Pablo Neruda. Take one of
the city’s cable cars to the hilltops and enjoy breathtaking views of the bay.
Improve your Spanish language skills and get a grasp of Latin American
culture in Valparaíso, “the jewel of the Pacific.”
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Latin American Studies
»» History
»» Political Science

EXCURSIONS
»» Horseback Ride in
Chile’s Countryside
»» Viña del Mar’s National
Botanical Garden

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Villa Grimaldi
»» Caleta Horcon
»» Visit to Mapuche Ruca

SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» J-Term

Valparaíso

13

Shanghai

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Shanghai

This dynamic metropolis blends cutting edge modernity with traditional
Chinese culture, in the midst of the Yangtze River Delta. Shanghai, with
its sleek, futuristic skyscrapers, is a global financial center where students
and professionals from all over the world mingle and collaborate. When
you need a break from the activity, drink hot tea in one of Shanghai’s
many teahouses. Spend an afternoon in the beautiful Yùyuán Gardens,
surrounded by 16th century Chinese pavilions, koi ponds, and a variety of
trees. Practice your Chinese, discover the international business scene, and
learn about one of history’s most important cultures when you study or
complete an internship in Shanghai.

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Chinese Language
& Culture
»» Cultural Studies
»» Business
»» History

14

Shanghai

EXCURSIONS
»» Xi’an
»» Chengdu
»» Hangzhou

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Old Town
Walking Tour
»» Chinese Tea
Culture 101
»» Traditional
Chinese Music
Appreciation

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Business
Management
»» Economics
»» Information
Technology
»» Marketing

CHINA

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Chinese (Mandarin)
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Semester
»» Summer

San José

COSTA RICA

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Homestay
»» Homestay/
Apartment Hybrid
»» Independent Living

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-SanJose

The capital of Costa Rica is a down-to-earth city in the midst of cultural
blossoming, where students and interns can engage with the natural world
and Latin community. San José is an excellent base from which to explore
Costa Rica’s rainforests, beaches, mountains, and volcanoes. View striking
indigenous artwork at the Namu Gallery. Try an authentic Costa Rican meal
at a family-owned soda in El Mercado Central. Experience the National
Museum’s Butterfly Garden, home to twenty-five species of butterfly. Practice
your Spanish with local students over a cup of world-famous Costa Rican
coffee. Discover the Costa Ricans’ pura vida—pure life—when you study or
complete an internship in San José.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Health Sciences
»» Business
»» Environmental
Sciences

EXCURSIONS
»» Arenal Volcano
and La Fortuna
»» Bocas del Toro,
Panama
»» Monteverde
Cloud Forest

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Soccer and
Other Sports
»» Dance Class
»» Cooking Class

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Hospitality
»» Public Relations
»» Tourism
»» Visual & Digital Arts

SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester

San José

15

Bogotά

COLOMBIA
4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Bogota

The Colombian capital invites you to get a taste of its unique flavor.
Savor some of the world's best coffee, harvested from the country's own
plantations. Get into the groove of Bogotá’s music scene, where Latin
American musicians come to test their work in the city’s clubs, studios, and
festivals. Take a break from urban life for the outdoor adventure of a lifetime
in Colombia's astonishing landscape: hike through the mountains to see the
Lost City, swim in the Rainbow River, or go whale watching off the Pacific
coast. Enjoy the local hospitality as Colombians show you why their country
is ranked one of the happiest on earth. When you study abroad in Bogotá,
you'll step into the unexpected.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business & Marketing
»» Communication
»» International Relations
»» Culinary Arts

EXCURSIONS
»» Coffee Farm
»» Zipaquira Salt Cathedral
»» Guatavita Lake

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Usaquen Street Market
»» Monserrate
»» Graffiti Tour

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Casa de Bogotá
(homestay/independent
living hybrid)
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Semester

NEW LO CAT I O N
16

Bogotá

ENGLAND

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
»» J-Term

London

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-London

This fast-paced, cosmopolitan city was the seat of Western civilization for
centuries and remains a locus of political, economic, and cultural power.
Whether you come to study or complete an internship, London will bring
out the best in you, as it did for hundreds of great artists, writers, musicians,
actors, and intellectuals who started here. Visit the world’s oldest zoo, ride
the gigantic London Eye, and find Sherlock Holmes’ famous Baker Street
address. Take a walking tour of the street art in Shoreditch, experience the best
contemporary drama in Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, and stop for afternoon
tea. London’s diverse population and first class educational institutions create
an optimal environment for learning, networking, and skill-building. Realize
your potential in England’s sophisticated capital.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» Engineering
»» Humanities
»» Psychology

EXCURSIONS
»» Oxford
»» Stonehenge & Bath
»» Weekend in Wales
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Shakespeare’s
Globe Theatre
»» Afternoon Tea
»» West End
Theatre Evening

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» International Relations
»» Broadcasting & Publishing
»» Economics
»» Social Sciences

London

17

Prague

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Prague

A jewel of Central Europe, Prague is brimming with the charm and beauty of its well-preserved
historic architecture. This city of winding, cobbled streets, hidden courtyards, and iconic orange
rooftops offers you a learning environment both refined and offbeat. Walk the cinematic Charles
Bridge, connecting the city across the River Vltava. Expand your mind at the exquisite Klementinum
Library, a masterpiece of 17th century design. Visit the Kafka Museum, dedicated to Prague’s most
famous writer, and view the genre-defining Art Nouveau paintings of Alphonse Mucha, city native.
Become a more worldly member of society, when you study or work as an intern in Prague.

18

Prague

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:

CZECH REPUBLIC

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» Communication
»» Political Science
»» History
»» Journalism
»» Sociology

EXCURSIONS
»» Ceský Krumlov
»» Karlovy Vary
»» Terezin
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Hike in Pruhonice
Botanical Gardens
»» Prague Jewish Tour
»» Strahov Monastery
and Brewery Tour

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Theater & Performing Arts
»» Marketing & Advertising
»» Accounting
»» Business Management

LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Prague

19

Aix-en-Provence

FRANCE

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-AixEnProvence

This easygoing university town in the south of France is sure to enchant
students and interns, with its year-round temperate weather and elegant
architecture. Aix-en-Provence offers a lovely slice of French culture and the
opportunity to learn and work in the picturesque Provençal countryside.
Develop your artistic skills in the birthplace and lifelong residence of famous
painter Paul Cézanne. Stroll down Le Cours Mirabeau, a popular tree-lined
boulevard where the open-air markets attract visitors weekly. Picnic in Parc
Jourdan and admire Mount Saint Victoire in the distance, a favorite subject
of Cézanne’s. Improve your French language skills in the “city of a thousand
fountains,” as you enrich your résumé and education.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» French Language
& Culture
»» Studio Arts
»» Art History
»» Political Science

EXCURSIONS
»» The Luberon
»» Avignon & the
Pont du Gard
»» Camargue

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Dîner chez
Christine
»» Lavender
Fields
»» Cézanne’s
Workshop

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Anthropology
»» Culinary Arts
»» Environmental
Studies
»» Public Relations

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» French
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Shared Studio
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
»» J-Term
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Aix-en-Provence

FRANCE

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» French
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living

Grenoble

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Grenoble

Surrounded by the majestic French Alps, Grenoble is an energetic mountain
town perfect for students who want to connect their education to the natural
world. A paradise for outdoor enthusiasts, Grenoble offers access to the best
ski slopes in the world at nearby resorts, along with hiking, rock climbing, and
mountain biking. Take a ride in Grenoble’s cable car up to the Bastille fortress
and drink in stunning views of the landscape. Cultivate your French language
skills as you develop your understanding of France and learn more about
international business. Thanks to its booming student population, you’ll feel
right at home in “the capital of the Alps.”

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» French Language
& Literature
»» Cultural Studies
»» Finance

EXCURSIONS
»» Geneva
»» Vienne
»» Exploring Provence

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Wine & Cheese
Introduction
»» F.A.C.E (Food,
Art, Conversation,
& Expression)

SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Grenoble

21

CEA STU DY CE NT E R 4

Paris

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Paris

The "City of Light" is your doorway to intellectual expansion. Paris holds centuries of globally
significant history, along with an abundance of great art, food, and fashion. View the Venus de
Milo in person at The Louvre. Discover new knowledge and stories in hundreds of independent
bookshops, and watch French indie films at the nearest cinema. Visit the famous Notre Dame
Cathedral that inspired Victor Hugo's classic novel. Practice your French over a pick-up game of
chess with locals at the Jardin du Luxembourg or in a trendy co-working café. Savor an authentic
crème brûllé. Let Paris transform you through educational adventure, when you come here to
study or work as an intern.

22

Paris

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
FRANCE

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Engineering
»» Business
»» Communication
»» Political Science
»» French Language
& Literature
»» Art History

EXCURSIONS
»» Provence
»» Loire Valley
»» Giverny
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Ballet at the Paris
Opera House
»» Dégustation de
Fromage (Cheese Tasting)
»» Soccer Game

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Marketing
»» Media Technology
»» International Relations
»» Nonprofit Administration

LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» French
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Shared Studio
»» Residence Hall
»» Apartment
»» Foyer
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Paris
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French Riviera

check map

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-FrenchRiviera

FRANCE

The French Riviera is a sun-drenched paradise on the Mediterranean, lined with
bewitching beaches and warm-hued building facades. Study here and see why
the Cote d’Azur inspired and attracted some of Europe’s great painters, including
Renoir, Picasso, Monet, and Matisse. Take a break from the books to swim or sail
the brilliant blue sea. Spend an idyllic summer learning about French culture in a
Provençal mansion or join an innovative science and tech community in Sophia
Antipolis, France’s Silicon Valley. The woodland park located fifteen minutes
from the coast hosts twenty-two hundred companies across health sciences,
chemistry, nanotechnology, and other industries. Whatever interest drives you,
the French Riviera will make learning luxurious.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Engineering
»» Business
»» Communication
»» French Language
& Culture
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French Riviera

EXCURSIONS
»» St. Tropez
»» Biot and Vallauris
»» Cannes and
St. Marguerite Island

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Wine Appreciation
»» Perfume Making
»» French Cuisine
Cooking Lessons

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» French
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester

GERMANY

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» German
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
SESSION
AVAILABLE
»» Summer

Berlin

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Berlin

Spend your summer in the city that David Bowie once called “the greatest
cultural extravaganza one could imagine.” Berlin is Europe’s intersection of
the historical and avant-garde, the site of major twentieth-century political
events and contemporary trendsetting. Take a walking tour of the East
Side Gallery, a series of eye-catching murals painted on the remnants of
the Berlin Wall. Soak up the sunshine in lush Treptower Park, where locals
love to hang out in warm weather. Berlin’s exploding artist population and
robust community of educators, researchers, and entrepreneurs make it
a stimulating place for creative and curious minds. Come practice your
German and explore international business in this über cool city.

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» German Language
& Literature
»» Economics
»» Political Science

EXCURSIONS
»» Prague
»» Potsdam
»» Dresden

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Walking the Berlin Wall
»» Gourmet Tour
»» Berlin by Bike

Berlin
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Dublin

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Dublin

Ireland’s capital is rich with over a thousand years of history, making it an ideal location for
students and interns who want to join an English-speaking environment abroad. Dublin is the
birthplace of several literary giants, including James Joyce, William Butler Yeats, and Oscar
Wilde, poised to inspire young writers and bookworms. In your free time, stroll through Phoenix
Park and watch the Fallow deer grazing in the green fields. Taste authentic Irish lamb stew at
The Brazen Head, one of Ireland’s oldest pubs, and strike up a conversation with the locals.
You’ll feel welcome from the moment you arrive to study or complete an internship here; Dublin
is widely considered the friendliest city in Europe.
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Dublin

IRELAND

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Marketing
»» Management
»» Cultural Studies
»» Service Learning
»» Engineering
»» Science

EXCURSIONS
»» Kerry
»» Belfast
»» Galway, Connemara,
and the Aran Islands
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Paintball in the
Dublin Mountains
»» Greyhound Racing
»» Irish Ceili and Set Dancing

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Museum Studies
»» Accounting
»» Political Science
»» Marketing

LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Student Residence
»» Apartment or
House Share
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Dublin
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Galway

IRELAND
4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Galway

Friendly and free-spirited Galway, surrounded by emerald green hills and
the misty Atlantic, is called “Ireland’s cultural heart” and the country’s
most Irish city. From the musicians and singers busking in the streets to
the famed pubs overflowing with live music, it’s clear Galway loves a good
tune and a good time. Go kayaking in the River Corrib, wander through the
enchanting Merlin Woods, or attend one of Galway’s many festivals when
you need a break from your studies. The large student population and
widespread use of English will make it easy for you to live, learn, and thrive
in Galway.

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Humanities
»» Engineering
»» Irish Language
& Literature
»» Ecology

EXCURSIONS
»» Cliffs of Moher
and County Clare
»» Kerry
»» Aran Islands

CULTURAL ENGAGEMENT
»» Set Dancing
»» Greyhound Racing
»» River Cruise

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
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Galway

“

The more you engage
with the locals and
local life, the more
life-changing the
experience of studying
abroad will be."
JUSTIN DAHLGREN
Buenos Aires, Argentina
ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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Florence

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Florence

Known as one of the world’s most beautiful cities and the “art palace of Italy,” Florence teems
with creative energy. The red terracotta rooftops still evoke the Renaissance, which began and
flourished here thanks to artists and scientists such as Michelangelo, Boticelli, Galileo, and Da
Vinci. Florence hosts the greatest amount of Renaissance art in the world, along with several
high fashion headquarters, breathtaking architecture, and celebrated wine labels. Take a break
from feasting your eyes on the visuals to savor Tuscan cuisine and experience opera in its
birthplace. Practice your Italian, develop as an artist, or discover your passion here. Whether
you come to study or work as an intern, Florence will inspire and delight you.
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Florence

ITALY
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Italian

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Art History
»» Italian Language &
Literature
»» Studio Art
»» Marketing
»» Fashion Design
»» Cultural Studies

EXCURSIONS
»» Pompeii &
Amalfi Coast
»» Siena
»» Cinque Terre
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Cooking Class
»» Restoration Lab
»» Insider’s Florence

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Museum Studies
»» Education
»» Tourism & Hospitality
»» Architecture &
Urban Planning

HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Florence
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Rome

ITALY
4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Rome

Long called the “capital of the world,” Rome has been a cradle of
Western civilization for thousands of years. The birthplace of Baroque
architecture and a paradise for archaeology buffs, the city is home
to ancient wonders like the Colosseum and the Pantheon. Seize the
opportunity to join Rome’s legacy of greatness, while enjoying fine
Italian cinema, fashion, food, and wine. View Bernini's sculptures in their
full glory as you travel the streets surrounded by fountains, mosaics,
and frescoes. Feast your eyes on Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel at the
Vatican. Choose Rome as your academic or professional home away
from home, and tap into the power of the eternal city.

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Italian
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
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Rome

Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» Engineering
»» Political Science
»» Religious Studies
»» History
»» Italian Language
& Literature

EXCURSIONS
»» Venice
»» Pompeii, Sorrento,
and Capri
»» Tarot Garden Day Trip

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Italian Cooking Class
»» Opera Night
»» Bike Ride down
the Appian Way

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Business Management
»» Engineering
»» Journalism
»» Tourism & Hospitality

Rome
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Amsterdam

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Amsterdam

NETHERLANDS

This bold, open-minded city welcomes people from all over Europe and
the world into its cozy streets. Take a boat tour of the city’s famous 17th
century canals and cruise past the postcard-perfect, gabled facades of
Amsterdam’s canal houses. Bond with your new friends over drinks and
dessert in a “brown café” to discover the meaning of the Dutch word
gezellig. Visit the cats onboard the Poezenboot, the only aquatic cat
sanctuary in the world moored in one of the city’s canals. Stop by the Van
Gogh Museum to see the biggest collection of the painter’s work, or roam
Electric Ladyland, a gallery devoted to fluorescent art. Try your hand at
speaking Dutch and take your education to the next level in dreamy, freespirited Amsterdam.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Science & Mathematics
»» Business & Economics
»» Interdisciplinary Studies
»» Social Sciences

EXCURSIONS
»» Utrech
»» Haarlem
»» Leiden
»» Maastricht

NEW LO CAT I O N
34

Amsterdam

CULTURAL ENGAGEMENT
»» Keukenhof Tulip Gardens
»» Anne Frank House
»» Royal Palace Tour

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Dutch (optional)
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Student Residence
»» Homestay
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Semester

SPAIN

Alicante

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Alicante

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

This sunny city on Spain’s Costa Blanca offers students a serene learning
environment along the shimmering Mediterranean. Alicante hugs the base of
Mount Benacantil, a rocky and pine-covered hill crowned with the medieval
fortress, Santa Barbara Castle. Cruise through el Barrio de Santa Cruz, a
classically Spanish neighborhood with its iron-wrought balconies and narrow
tiled streets adorned with potted plants and bright flowers. Take a stroll in the
Esplanada de España, a waterfront promenade lined with palm trees, market
stalls, and restaurants. Practice your Spanish with a friend over coffee in one
of the city’s many quaint plazas. No matter where your academic interests lie,
Alicante serves as a beautiful backdrop to your pursuit of knowledge.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Business Studies
»» Humanities
»» Engineering

EXCURSIONS
»» Tabarca Island
»» Algar Fountains
»» Altea

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Introduction to the
Culture of Wine
»» La Villa and el
Museo de Chocolate
»» Hike to Santa
Barbara Castle

Alicante
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Barcelona

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Barcelona

This lively coastal city in northern Spain possesses a youthful energy, creative atmosphere, and
entrepreneurial spirit ideal for foreign students and interns. Romp your way through Barcelona
surrounded by Antoni Gaudi's funky, vibrant architecture, and spend your weekends relaxing on
the nearest stretch of breezy beach. Experience one of Barcelona's "art factories:" abandoned
warehouses converted into creative spaces where local artists produce and showcase their
work. Wind down after a busy day at the Bar Marsella, open since 1820, where Picasso and
Hemingway were rumored regulars. Get a taste for the business world as an intern in the city's
booming start-up scene. Sharpen your Spanish language skills as you enrich your education and
résumé in beloved Barcelona.
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Barcelona

SPAIN
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Business
»» Communication
»» Political Science
»» Psychology
»» Spanish Language
& Culture
»» Cultural Studies

EXCURSIONS
»» Madrid
»» Penedès Wine Country
»» Pyrenees and
Romanesque Art
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Barca Soccer Match
»» Historic Bomb Shelter
»» Tapas Cooking
Workshop

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Marketing
»» Public Relations
»» Teaching
& Education
»» Business
Management

HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Residence Hall
(ESADE International
Studies only)
»» University Residencia
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year

Barcelona
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Granada

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Granada

This magical and enigmatic city is unlike any other in Europe. Sitting at the foot
of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, Granada is home of the Alhambra, an 11th century
Moorish palace and fortress symbolic of centuries of Muslim rule in Andalusia.
The city gives students and interns the opportunity to engage with an alternative,
lesser known side of Spain. Practice your Spanish in one of Granada’s sensuous
tea rooms, where locals come to smoke hookah and drink exotic tea. Experience
zambra flamenco dancing and guitar music in the white caves of Sacromonte,
Granada’s old Romani neighborhood. Visit the house-turned-museum where
Spain’s beloved poet Federico Garcia Lorca was born. Whether you come to
study or complete an internship, Granada will fascinate and beguile you.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Sociology
»» Cultural Studies
»» Political Science

EXCURSIONS
»» Morocco
»» Ronda
»» Alpujarra

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» The Alhambra
»» Flamenco Dancing
Workshop
»» Huerta de San
Vincente & Garcia
Lorca’s Park

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Health &
Social Services
»» Communication
& Journalism
»» Architecture &
Urban Planning
»» Tourism & Hospitality

SPAIN

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Study + Internship
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
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Granada

SPAIN

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPE
»» Study
LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Independent Living

Madrid

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Madrid

The capital of Spain is a vivacious city suited to students who crave constant
stimulation. Madrid is brimming with Spanish character, thanks to its
equestrian statues of Spanish kings, flamenco theaters, and stately plazas.
Come learn and grow in the city that drew artistic and literary giants Goya,
Velásquez, Dalí, Cervantes, Hemingway, and Vargas Llosa. Spend a day
relaxing at the Buen Retiro Park, where you can visit the ethereal Crystal
Palace and take a rowboat out on the lake. Experience a Real Madrid futbol
match with the team’s fired up local fans, or view Picasso’s magnum opus,
the Guernica, at the Reina Sofia Museum. Whatever you choose to study here,
Madrid will make you feel alive as you learn.
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:
AREAS OF STUDY
»» Engineering
»» Business
»» Spanish Language
& Literature
»» Art History

EXCURSIONS
»» Segovia
»» San Sebastian & Bilbao
»» Ávila & Salamanca

CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Retiro Park Tour
& Rowboats
»» Madrid Rio: Biking
the Manzanares
»» Prado Museum

SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester

Madrid
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Seville

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo-Seville

Discover why this Andalusian city in Southern Spain inspires a fierce pride in the hearts of its
people. Seville is the quintessential Spanish scene, home to flamenco dancers and bullfighting
rings, birthplace of the tapas now emblematic of Spanish cuisine. Wander the streets lined with
orange trees and visit some of the most beautiful gardens in Europe, while you learn and work
as an intern here. Strengthen your Spanish skills in Spain’s most colorful city, a title owed in part
to the bright building facades of Barrio Triana along the Guadalquivir River. Whatever you're
passionate about academically or professionally, Seville is fertile ground for you to grow in.
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Seville

SPAIN
Here is a sampling of what’s offered at this location:

Snapshot
PROGRAM TYPES
»» Study
»» Internship
»» Study + Internship

AREAS OF STUDY
»» Communication
»» Sociology
»» Spanish Language
& Culture
»» Psychology
»» Exercise &
Sport Science
»» Service Learning

EXCURSIONS
»» Cordoba
»» Granada
»» Northern Morocco
CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT
»» Cathedral of Seville Visit
»» Slice It and Dice It: Spanish
Regional Cuisine Workshop
»» Vision of Flamenco:
Workshop and Performance

INTERNSHIP
CAREER FIELDS
»» Design
»» Public Relations
»» Business Management
»» Communication

LANGUAGES OF
INSTRUCTION
»» English
»» Spanish
HOUSING OPTIONS
»» Apartment
»» Homestay
»» Casa de Sevilla
(homestay/independent
living hybrid)
»» Residence Hall
»» Independent Living
SESSIONS
AVAILABLE
»» Summer
»» Semester
»» Year
Seville
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Internships Abroad
Test Drive a Career in Another Country
You know the saying “best of both worlds”?
It was invented to describe internships abroad. When you complete an
internship abroad, you get the work experience you need to be career-ready
after graduation, while living in a different country the way study abroad
students do. Combining an internship with going abroad saves you time
and effort, while giving you the coolest possible internship adventure.
CEA streamlines the internship abroad process: we find the best possible
position for you, given your career goals, and provide the housing, social
activities, and support system you need to be successful in another country.
Partner with us, and we’ll guarantee you an internship in one of our many
international locations. We give you the choice of combining coursework
with your internship or focusing solely on the workplace experience.
You deserve the best of both worlds. Let CEA give it to you.

DESTINATIONS

»» Aix-en-Provence, France
»» Barcelona, Spain
»» Buenos Aires, Argentina
»» Dublin, Ireland
»» Florence, Italy
»» Granada, Spain
»» London, England
»» Paris, France
»» Prague, Czech Republic
»» Rome, Italy
»» San José, Costa Rica
»» Seville, Spain
»» Shanghai, China

SESSIONS

P RO TIP 4
The best time to start planning for an internship abroad is 6–9 months
before you go. Submitting an application in advance gives you the best
chance of scoring an ideal placement.

Learn more at ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGoIntern
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Internships Abroad

»» Summer
»» Semester

“
PROGR AM TYPES
*All interns take the Multi-Cultural
Workplace seminar course.

»» Study + Internship
»» Internship

Interning abroad changes the game. You will
really learn about the culture of the place you
are living in, and you will come out of your
internship with skills you never knew existed.
It sets you ahead in the workforce, but more
importantly gives you a broader perspective
on life!”

ANTHONY ROTOLO
Florence, Italy

SAMPLE CAREER FIELDS

»» Accounting & Finance
»» Visual & Digital Arts
»» Museum Studies
»» Anthropology
»» Business Management
»» Journalism
»» Economics
»» Education
»» International Relations
»» Marketing
»» Architecture
»» Environmental Studies
»» Engineering
»» Psychology

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGoIntern
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Funding

Funding

4

ceaStudyAbroad.com/Funding

Going abroad is possible for everyone, with
CEA’s financial aid and other funding options.
SCHOLARSHIPS
»» Merit-Based
»» Diversity
»» Need-Based
»» Scholarships with Distinction
»» Affiliate School
GRANTS & VOUCHERS
Keep an eye out for limited-time
offer travel vouchers on CEA’s website!

»» Alumni Go-Again Discount
»» Multi-Program Discount

FEDERAL LOANS & GRANTS
These work just like the loans and grants
you may receive for your tuition every
year, when you fill out your FAFSA.

»» Perkins Loan Program
»» Pell Grants
»» Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants

»» Teacher Education Assistance for

College & Higher Education Grants

»» Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants
PAYMENT PLANS

Interest free. Flexible due date
schedules and payment amounts.
Combine with financial aid or use
the plan on its own.

ceaStudyAbroad.com/Funding
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Steps to Get Started
Follow these easy steps:

01

03

step

step

Research programs on
ceaStudyAbroad.com/Plan.
Create an Account and compare
programs to find the right one
for you.

Chat with a CEA Admissions
Counselor—they can answer
your questions.

Talk to your school's Study
Abroad Office about enrolling
in a CEA program.

05
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02

step

06

07

step

step

step

Work with your advisor to
pre-approve 8 to 10 classes.

Secure a student visa
and valid passport
where necessary.

If you are applying for an
internship, work with us on
your personalized placement.

Steps to Get Started

“

This program and experience was more than
I could have imagined. CEA is organized,
efficient, and I could not think of a better
program to do study abroad with.”

04

MACKENZIE TRANBERG
Barcelona, Spain

step

Submit your online
application. It is short and
should only take about
15-20 minutes.

08

step

Submit a confirmation
deposit to save your
spot abroad.

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
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Dream. Plan. Go!
Favorites

Circle your favorites. Once you’ve made your selections,
go to the CEA Program Finder at ceaStudyAbroad.com/Plan
to discover the program that’s right for you!
PROGR AM TYPES
Study
Abroad

Internship
Only

Study +
Internship

Start the journey of a lifetime today! Use this worksheet
to compare your options, narrow them down to the right
destination, and plan your next step toward going abroad.

TOP 3 CEA Program Choices
P RO GRA M N A M E

DAT ES

LO C AT I O N

$

C RED I T S

A P P LY BY

N OT ES

TERMS
Fall
Semester

Spring
Semester

Summer

Academic
Year

P RO GRA M N A M E

DESTINATIONS
Buenos Aires

Viña del Mar

Valparaíso

Shanghai

Bogotá

San José

Prague

London

Aix-en-Provence

Grenoble

French Riviera

ARGENTINA

CHINA

CZECH REPUBLIC

FRANCE

COLOMBIA

ENGLAND

CHILE

COSTA RICA

Berlin

Dublin

Galway

Florence

Rome

Amsterdam

Alicante

Barcelona

Granada

ITALY

SPAIN

Madrid
SPAIN

Dream. Plan. Go!

ITALY

SPAIN

Seville
SPAIN

$

C RED I T S

A P P LY BY

N OT ES

Paris

FRANCE

IRELAND

LO C AT I O N

FRANCE

FRANCE

GERMANY
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CHILE

DAT ES

P RO GRA M N A M E

IRELAND

DAT ES

LO C AT I O N

$

C RED I T S

NETHERLANDS

SPAIN

N OT ES

A P P LY BY

Abroad Budget Planner

Work with your study abroad advisor to calculate
the total cost of your CEA program.
Program Price

$

Countdown Checklist
PICK YOUR PROGR AM

Talk to your family

Contact your
Financial Aid Office

Meet with your study 		
abroad advisor

Apply for a
CEA scholarship

+ $

Confirm credits transfer

Books, Materials and Supplies

+ $

Chat with a CEA
Admissions Counselor

Set up an interest-free
payment plan with CEA

Personal Expenses

+ $

International Airfare & Transfers

+ $

Immigration Requirements

+ $

passport and additional requirements
such as visa, entry and exit fees, etc.

Meals (if applicable)
for housing without a meal plan—
cost of daily groceries and eating out

personal travel, gifts, and misc expenses

1 4 Total Program Cost

Estimated Financial Aid

= $

$

Scholarships, Grants, & Vouchers + $

Browse programs

MONEY MATTERS

Submit your
CEA application
INTERNSHIP CHECKLIST

IT’S GETTING REAL!

Chat with CEA Site 		
Specialist to get started

Get your passport
& visa (if needed)

List three
internship goals

Book flights

Prepare your résumé
2 4 Total Aid

Notify your bank & credit
card companies that
you’re going abroad

= $

Research abroad
cell phone options
Complete MyCEA
to-do list

HEALTH MATTERS
1 4 Total Program Cost
2 4 Total Aid

Est. Out-Of-Pocket Payment

- $

Get a checkup and
immunizations

= $

Fill prescriptions for
duration of program

$

READY OR NOT...

Pack your bags

Have fun, learn,
& live like a local!

ceaStudyAbroad.com/Plan

|
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This is the Doorway to
Your Ultimate Future.

Argentina

Find out how going abroad as a student
or intern can lead you to your best life, and
discover what awaits you in CEA’s beautiful
destinations around the world.

Colombia

ceaStudyAbroad.com/LetsGo
800.266.4441

Chile
China

Costa Rica
Czech Republic
England
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Spain

